
JRPG - Villager to Protagonist JRPG - Protagonist to Villager

Now where did I put that valuable family heirloom! Destiny awaits!
You can do it, [PROT]! At least, I sure hope so! Take faith, kind villager.
The only thing we have to fear is fear itself. And [ANT]. I guess I have nothing better to do.
I'm not scared, but everyone else seems pretty spooked. Finally! A chance to prove our worth.
You're [PROT]? Wow... you're friends with [SUPCHAR]! They're the coolest! Just as the prophecy foretold...
I don't have time to talk to you, I'm a busy adult with many things to do. I always knew this day would come.
I wonder if it's going to rain tomorrow... Evil trembles before me!
I've never met a real live hero before! They usually die too quick! This village is so precious.
I was thinking of becoming a hero after I retire. Seems like a fun hobby! You can count on me!
Maybe the world will end, and it won't matter I forgot to do my chores. I'm done with you now. Go away!
Don't you have better things to do? You done talking yet?
This is a disaster! Farewell!
Have you seen my sister? She was supposed to meet me right here... Guess I'll go then.
The future of our village is in your hands! Ugh, I really don't have time for this... okay, fine. I'll do it.
My dad said he would only be gone one second, but it's been weeks... I already knew that.
If anyone finds out what I've done, I'll be run out of town. Don't worry: I'm an excellent hero.
You didn't see me sneaking out of the inn, did you? Because, um, that wasn't me. There's absolutely no reason to be scared. Who's scared? Not me!
Maybe there's a prophecy out there about me, and I just haven't heard it yet! I'm ready to show off my skills!
I've always wanted to try hunting [ENM], but I don't think I'd be very good at it. This shall be my greatest victory yet!
It feels weird going about my day like normal when the world could come to an end at any moment. I think you have me confused with someone else...
Have you noticed everyone's been acting kind of strange recently? That seems like a personal problem... but I'll help.
I have a huge crush on [SUPCHAR]. Don't tell them though! Nothing will stand in my way!
It's not obvious I'm harboring a dark secret, is it? Leave everything to me.
Weird how you're this big hero walking around town and no one cares. I've trained my entire life for this moment.
Are you sure you can trust [SUPCHAR]? If it turns out you're lying to me, I'm going to be very angry.
I've heard some shocking rumors around town involving [SUPCHAR]... That sounds really cool!
[PROT]? You're still alive? Wow! This feels familiar... did we talk about this already?
I can't change the mistakes I've made... I can only decide where to go from here. I have no idea what you're talking about, but I'm in!
I heard everyone in the neighboring town just vanished one day. I'll do it because it's the right thing to do, but let's be clear: I kinda hate you.
[ANT] is the greatest! Go [ANT]! Great! Let's do this!
Sorry, I don't give autographs. If everything goes terribly, don't say I didn't warn you! I did warn you, right?
Please go away. I'm trying to look quiet and mysterious. Start thinking about the party you're going to throw once I've solved all your problems.
Something's coming. Something strange and terrible. That's a little weird. I'm going to go now.
I know I look really tough, but inside I'm just a big old softy. Have we... met before? You seem to know who I am...
I can't believe you hang out with someone who has a reputation like [SUPCHAR]. I better be getting well paid for this.
Aren't heroes supposed to be really attractive?
Did you hear about what happened at the inn?
I can't go back in that store anymore because they caught me shoplifting ONE time. One time!



JRPG - Innkeeper to Protagonist JRPG - Protagonist to Innkeeper

Need a place to spend the night? So sleepy...
Welcome to my inn! I hope you have room for a merry band of adventurers!
Greetings, weary traveler! My companions and I are grateful for your hospitality.
We have the most comfortable beds in town! I want to just stay here and nap forever.
Well? Whaddya need? Someday, you will brag that the great [PROT] slumbered here!
If you have a safe and comfortable stay, please give us a five star review on TrapAdvisor! Please tell me that you have enough rooms for everyone, and we won't have to share...
Less bugs than the other guys! Have you heard any rumors about [ANT]?
That's not dirt, it's "rustic ambiance." I guess it beats sleeping outside...
Hello! It is REALLY cold in here! Wow!
We have plenty of rooms available. Point me towards a warm meal and a clean bed, and I'm good.
The inn's pretty packed tonight, but we do have a few rooms left. We would welcome any accommodations or information you could provide.
Oooh... I've never had a hero stay at my inn before! A hard day requires a hard rest.
[PROT]! Always nice to see you here. I am a hero you know... can I pay you with protection?
...Yeah? Just show me where to go.
Oh! Um, I'm sorry, I'm just not used to such... grizzled... clientele. Please tell me you have hot water.
These rooms aren't free. You can pay, right? What do you know about [ALLGOAL]?
We're the best INN town! You get... you get it? This place is great. Maybe we should just stay here awhile!
Come, take a load off your feet! Seems like I'll be sleeping with one eye open here...
What? I'm not here to gab. Shhh... don't tell anyone I'm [PROT]. I'm trying to blend in!
We may not be the greatest inn, but we sure are the only inn! No need for special treatment! Heroes are the same as any ordinary citizen.
I love it when travelers share tales of their wild adventures. Well... it's not the filthiest place I've ever slept...
Come on in! Rest for awhile. Any discounts for being a hero?
People keep checking in so I can't take a nap. That's some kind of irony, right? You know, a free room would be a great way to say thanks for being a hero. Just a suggestion.
You're trying to [ALLGOAL], right? I heard someone mention [ALLGOAL] recently... I don't know if I can keep my eyes open long enough to get to my room...
You're in luck! We've been booked solid, but we just had a cancellation. Nothing wipes away the pains of battle like a good sleep.
I don't care who you are. Wanna stay? Gotta pay. What's the word on the street?
Can I help you?
Our rooms aren't the fanciest, but they're clean.
You look like you could use a bed and a hot meal.
If you're looking to relax, you came to the right place!
True heroes know that to care for others, they must first care for themselves.
You look exhausted! Good thing we have open beds!
Such interesting people spend the night here.
It's always a hassle when heroes stay here...
Rooms starting at low prices! Add a bed for a small upgrade fee!
I hope you brought your own bedding.



JRPG - Shopkeeper to Protagonist JRPG - Protagonist to Shopkeeper

Welcome, feel free to browse! Don't bother with the cheap stuff. Bring me your finest goods!
We have the finest of wares for the finest of adventurers! You wouldn't happen to sell a [MCG], would you?
Well? You gonna buy something, or what? I need supplies to help me battle the darkness.
Lots of folks pass through here. I can tell you what I've heard... for a price. Do you have anything else in the back?
It is my finest pleasure to serve you today! I hope you have something for getting rid of [ENM]...
Quit gawking and buy something already! Don't you think this is a little overpriced?
Do you need something? I'm a hero. How about I give you an endorsement, and you give me a discount?
Can I offer some assistance? This right here. THIS is my favorite store!
We've got a special sale going, valid only until my boss gets back! How exactly did you get your hands on this stuff?
We sell the brands most recommended by certified heroes. Yay! Shopping!
Rumor around town is you're looking for a [MCG]. Maybe I know something about that. I must prepare for the journey ahead.
No haggling. Wow... adventuring sure isn't cheap.
Lowest prices in town! I'm the one who's going to [ALLGOAL], I shouldn't have to spend my own money, too!
Unlike our competitors, our products actually work. These items are excellent quality.
You look rough. We have stuff for that! Finally! Goods that are actually good!
What? I'm sure you wouldn't happen to have any... unauthorized items... right?
We haven't had a shipment in awhile, but we still have a few items left. I should remember to pick up something for [SUPCHAR].
Greetings, dashing hero! What goods do you require? A daunting task awaits us. Any assistance you can provide would be greatly appreciated.
Go ahead, take your time! I'm not waiting to go on break or anything! Goods, directions, rumors... if you think it'll help, I'll buy it.
Please buy something. I'm so broke. I've never seen anything this nice before!
This shop has been in my family for generations! I'm so glad I found you.
As a hero, you have a duty to the community to protect yourself! I worked at a shop for a bit when I was a kid. I was so bad at it!
If you're looking to buy, I'm looking to sell! What if you went off adventuring, while I stayed here and minded the store?
These goods are the finest goods. I recommend them to my own kids!



Action Adventure - Villager to Protagonist

It's dangerous to go alone. Give up!
I hate this town. Everything sucks here.
You look like just who I need to solve all my problems!
It must be so exciting for you to meet me, the greatest baker in all the land!
I found an invisibility cloak! Look here, it's... huh... where'd it go?
I know you're busy, but once you're done, I could use some help running errands.
You really think evil forces are out to get you? Please.
Thank you for your service!
My boss is going to be so mad at me...
I have just had the absolute worst day... wait, why am I telling you?
[PROT]! Thank goodness you're here!
Here's a tip: don't get hurt!
You know, I'm the greatest bard in town. Should you have urgent song needs.
I've been having such strange dreams lately...
I've got this strange feeling I'm supposed to give you everything in my pockets... but obviously, I'm not doing that.
I'd get so sad wandering around by myself. But it suits you well!
Get any good loot lately? ...yeah, me neither.
There definitely isn't anything suspicious hidden in my secret basement, so don't bother looking.
You're the hero sent to save us? ...you're sure?
You're the hero sent to save us? I thought it was me! What a relief.
I wish I could help, but I gave all of my loot to the last hero.
I know I'm forgetting something...
Once I dropped my kite in a lake, but when I pulled it out, it was a bow and arrow.
Hey pal, I'm trying to cultivate kind of a loner vibe here. Scram!
Ahhh! I don't have any weapons, please just go away!
Pssst! Can you keep a secret? ...you can't keep a secret.
Hey [PROT]! Did you know the ultimate weapon is love? So you don't NEED your weapons then, right? Can I have them?
...yes? You approached me. Don't make me carry the conversation!
Hey! Um... I forget.
I finished a quest once... it was a small one, but it sure did feel good!
So are you going to save us already? All this waiting is stressing me out.
Some helpful advice: be careful not to hurt yourself while cleaning your weapons!
Wouldn't it be cool if I had some scandalous secret to share? ...I don't, though.
Are you sure you wouldn't rather just take a nap?
I saw an omen in my dreams, that you were going to give me all of your money. No, really!
Here's a hint: if you insist on moving around, try to avoid crashing into things.
I got asked to kill a big fish terrorizing a village, and the thing died of old age before I got there! Super disappointing.
Get back here! Oh, sorry, I thought you were my kid.
If you don't end up being a hero, that's okay. I'll still believe in you.
I can't believe you're trying to be a hero! I never try to do anything...
You're doing a great job. You've really fooled them all!
Fight well!
Go get them!
You've got this!
Ahhhhhh! Why is everything so terrifying???
Hey! It's you! The weirdo from my dreams!
I really appreciate you trying. Most people in this town just sit around and complain.
I went to a meetup for people who are really into monsters. Turns out I'm not that into monsters.
I thought learning magic would be cool, but I mostly end up using it for chores and stuff.
A victory is a victory, no matter how small.



JRPG - Party Member to Protagonist

After this, you'll help me fulfill my prophecy next, right?
Let's go crush some scumbags!
Our paths were destined to align.
What are we standing around here for?
Adventure awaits!
Don't take this to mean we're friends.
I'll try not to betray you. Honest!
Hey [PROT]? Do you ever think about... oh, just forget it.
I still think the prophecy could've been about me, but whatever.
I wish I had a better weapon...
Between you and me, [ANT] is super scary.
I've been waiting for this day for some time now.
My past still haunts me. But don't worry, I won't let it distract me.
My past is a tale of misery and woe. Do not ask of my sorrow.
This is my first adventure!
It's not like this is my first adventure. This is my second!
I've been on thousands of adventures. They kind of bore me now to be honest.
When we get a chance, I think we should renegotiate how we divvy up loot.
I'll be honest, I don't even know what a [MCG] is.
Maybe after this is over we could do something just for fun!
Evil's got nothing on us!
As long as we stand together, we'll always win.
My stomach keeps rumbling. Could be fear. Could be breakfast.
[ANT] is such a jerk.
Bwaaah! What was that? Oh, [PROT], you startled me!
I've fallen madly in love... but I can't tell you with who.
Don't let [ANT]'s beauty fool you. They're a dangerous foe.



JRPG -  Protagonist to Party Member

I wouldn't be able to do this without you.
You're my best friend.
When this is over, maybe we go on separate adventures.
We don't have to talk if you don't want.
You're with me til the end now. No takebacks.
I'm still not sure if I trust you.
It's good to know I have you by my side.
We'll make it through this, as long as we stick together.
We'll stop [ANT]... but at what cost?
I've lived my whole life according to the prophecy. I don't know what to do without its guidance.
The whole village is depending on us.
I wish I knew what [ANT] was thinking.
I see the [MCG] in my dreams... it haunts me...
The power of friendship makes us stronger.
Darkness cannot be allowed to win.
I shudder when I think of what will happen if we fail.
Focus on our mission. Nothing else matters.
I had the dream again last night.
You ever feel like you're not really in control of your own life?
You don't always have to wait for me to tell you what to do, y'know. Take initiative!
If we fail, the whole world is doomed.
I feel like we're being watched.



JRPG - Protagonist Goal Barks

According to the prophecy, we must [ALLGOAL].
I have no choice... I must eliminate [ELIMGOAL].
If we want to save the world, we'll need to buy [BUYGOAL].
The key to our destiny is to discover [DISCGOAL].
I can't do this alone. I'll have to recruit [RECRUITGOAL].
With the power of friendship, we can complete [COMPGOAL].
As long as I persevere, I know I can complete [COMPGOAL].
Everyone's depending on me to discover [DISCGOAL].
The time has finally come. I must [ALLGOAL]!
Destiny is clear. I must buy [BUYGOAL]!
My whole life, I've been obsessed with one purpose: to discover [DISCGOAL].
The moment I've spent my whole life preparing for has come: to [ALLGOAL]!
This is important. It's time to [ALLGOAL]!
The time has come: to complete [COMPGOAL].
I cannot rest until [ELIMGOAL] is eliminated.
The prophecy was specific: I'll need [RECRUITGOAL] to join me.



JRPG - Party Member Goal Barks

We can't fulfill the prophecy unless we recruit [RECRUITGOAL].
Together, I know we can complete [COMPGOAL].
My grandmother told me one day I'd be called to help discover [DISCGOAL]... now I know she was right.
Do we have enough to buy [BUYGOAL] yet?
All we need is the power of friendship... the power of [RECRUITGOAL]'s friendship, that is.
Your job is to buy [BUYGOAL]. My job is to make sure you do it.
I'm so glad you chose me to help you discover [DISCGOAL].
There is but one pleasure in life... eliminating [ELIMGOAL].
Destiny shall lead us to [DISCGOAL]!
One of us needs to buy [BUYGOAL], and it's not going to be me, so...
The prophecy spoke of one who would [ALLGOAL]... who knew I'd get to help!
It's time to discover [DISCGOAL]. Are you excited?
I am prepared to do whatever it takes to [ALLGOAL].
I'm just here to [ALLGOAL]-- nothing else matters.
Everyone's depending on you to complete [COMPGOAL].
Until we eliminate [ELIMGOAL], nothing else matters.



JRPG - Villager Goal Barks

Please [PROT], you need to eliminate [ELIMGOAL]!
Everyone will know you're a hero if you complete [COMPGOAL]!
There's only one way you're going to fulfill the prophecy: you need to buy [BUYGOAL].
No one has discovered [DISCGOAL] yet, but I bet you could do it!
Have you tried recruiting [RECRUITGOAL]? You'd be unstoppable!
The prophecy tells of a hero who will come to [ALLGOAL]. Is that you?
The time has come [PROT]... you must [ALLGOAL].
Years ago, a witch cursed me to stand here and tell anyone who asks that [PROT] needs to buy [BUYGOAL].
A great darkness will sweep across the land, unless you manage to [ALLGOAL].
A vision just came over me... you must find [DISCGOAL] to save the village!
The prophecy was given to us so long ago, but now the time has finally come for you to finish [COMPGOAL].
I believe in you [PROT]! I know you'll be able to [ALLGOAL].
Listen, [PROT]! You must discover [DISCGOAL]! We're all depending on you!
If anyone could complete [COMPGOAL], it's you, [PROT].
Everyone's talking about how you're going to wipe out [ELIMGOAL]... you are, right?
Someone sure needs to [ALLGOAL]... someone strong, and brave, with a name like [SUPCHAR]... wait, no... [PROT]! Yes, that's the name!
If you eliminated [ELIMGOAL], I'd consider it a huge favor.
You'll never make it on your own. Get [RECRUITGOAL] to join you, and maybe you'll have a shot.
If you don't [ALLGOAL], we're all doomed!
I broke my dad's [BUYGOAL]! If you could help me out and buy a replacement, maybe he'll forgive me...
You must find [RECRUITGOAL] and convince them to join you. It's the only way!
[RECRUITGOAL]'s amazing! If you recruit them, you'll be unstoppable.
All these [ELIMGOAL]... it's too much! Get rid of them!
There's only one hero who even has a chance of completing [COMPGOAL], and it's you, [PROT].
You buy me [BUYGOAL], and I'll make it worth your while.
I've been looking for [DISCGOAL] for ages now, and nothing! Do you think you'd be able to find it?
Somebody needs to [ALLGOAL]... how about you, [PROT]? You're not scared, are you?
One of us should step up and try to [ALLGOAL]. Um... one two three NOT IT!
If you actually convince [RECRUITGOAL] to join you, I'll believe you're for real.
Please [PROT], help me buy [BUYGOAL]!



JRPG - Protagonist to Enemy JRPG - Party Member Enemy Barks

Oh no... [ENM] ahead! Crud, an [ENM]? I hate those...
Hah! I've been wanting to fight a [ENM]! [ENM]! My favorite!
This'll be easy. I had a pet [ENM] growing up... good thing this one's not as cute.
Hey [SUPCHAR], watch that [ENM]! Let's crush this [ENM].
[ENM] approaching, get ready! Oh no! A [ENM]! Did it see us?
Look out! It's [ENM]! BE QUIET! WE DON'T WANT THE [ENM] TO NOTICE US!
I don't want to fight you [ENM], but I will if you make me! A [ENM]? They're real? I never knew!
A [ENM]! It's kinda cute! What? There shouldn't be [ENM] in this area...
Did you hear something? Hey [PROT]! [PROT]! Look over here!
Did you say something? Look! [ENM]! It's fight time!
Just our luck... [ENM]. Let's dance. 
Really? [ENM]? Ugh. Ahhh! Look out!
It's just one thing after another... I've spotted a [ENM]!
I am NOT in the mood for this. Careful now... there's [ENM] ahead.
Boo! Go away, [ENM]! [ENM]... just what we need...
Ahhhh!
Ew, [ENM] are gross! Kill it!
[ENM] ahead... I thought this might happen.
[ENM]? What are they doing here?
Great... a [ENM], just what we need...
Piece of cake.



JRPG - Enemy to Protagonist

I welcome your screams.
Mwahahahahaha! 
I just want a hug!
Die! Wait, are you [PROT]? Uh oh.
Stay back!
Supper time for me, suffer time for you!
You must have a lot of guts! Can't wait to see 'em!
Friend?
Snack?
Yoooooooou. I hate you!
Yay! Time to get my first kill!
Battle time!
Go away!
Look over there!
I dare you.
Double dog dare you.
Fight me!
Ahhh! Monsters!
Oh, my!
What, you chicken?
Mmmmm... suppertime... 
Oh no, an enemy! Wait, it's just [PROT], no worries.
Hiss!



JRPG - Antagonist to Protagonist

You are no match for my unstoppable power... prepare for death!
Such a puny weakling... are you sure you're really [PROT]?
You dare to challenge me? What foolish behavior.
Ah, I've been expecting you. Ready to die?
Silly [PROT]! You've walked right into my trap, and into your doom!
How kind of you to deliver yourself to me! Is it my birthday?
Tick tock, it's death o'clock!
Ugh. Fine, guess we're doing this now.
[PROT]'s here to serenade me with the sound of dying screams. Delightful!
You are a mighty hero. It will be my honor to defeat you.
Stand down coward, and accept your death like a noble warrior.
All of my plans are finally coming together. A miscreant like you can't stop me!
Before we fight, consider this: what if you just left instead?
Mwahahahahaha! This shall be a glorious fight!
So. You're [PROT]. The rumors oversold you.
Stay back! I've come too far to be stopped now.
You think you could ever possibly defeat me? Absurd!
Leave now, and I'll pretend I didn't see you.
Your hubris will be your destruction.
You haven't begun to feel the true depths of my power.
Wow... I thought I'd have to do so much work to track you down, and you just walked right in!
Your performance thus far has been quite disappointing.
I almost feel bad, thinking about how easily I'm about to crush you.



JRPG - Protagonist to Antagonist

I'm sorry [ANT], but you know I can't allow you to do this.
Spare me the ridiculous speech. I'll never let you go free.
Darkness will never triumph over light!
Look, is there any way we could just not do this?
Prepare to be thwarted for the last time!
I've had enough. This ends here!
This is your last chance, [ANT]. Leave now, and no one has to fight.
Since the day I was born, I've dreamed of defeating you.
Destiny has led us to this moment.
The powers of evil are no match for the powers of friendship!
I don't want to hurt you, [ANT]. Please don't make me do this.
Spare me the bravado. Your scheme ends here.
The prophecy is true. I will defeat you!
You don't have to do this! Don't make me stop you!
Your reign of terror ends here, [ANT]. 
You've gone too far this time! This ends, now!
You can't be allowed to continue!
Nothing can stop me from defeating you!
Please, [ANT]. It doesn't have to be like this.



JRPG - Antagonist to Party Member

Why die fighting for [PROT], when you could live and fight for me?
You puny weaklings are no match for my true power!
Yield to my greatness, or perish!
My plan is too important... I cannot allow you to interfere!
You scrawny losers think you could defeat me? When has an ant slain a dragon?
[PROT] has brought you to your death.
Must I really waste my time killing you? What a nuisance.
You must have no self-respect, to make this weakling your leader.
Flee while you still can.
[PROT] is no true hero. Heed me now, or discover this truth too late.
Stand in my way, and I'll strike you down on the spot.
All your efforts have been for nothing.
Soon you will all cower before me.
Haha! You've fallen for my trap!



JRPG - Party Member to Antagonist

Oooh! You shut your mouth, you!
[PROT]'s gonna take you down so good! Just wait and see!
[ANT]'s much scarier in person...
I'd never join your side. Not without a very generous offer!
You don't scare us!
You don't have to do this! It's not too late to join us.
[PROT] warned us about you! You won't fool me!
You're such a jerk!
Darkness will never overpower light!
[PROT]'s far stronger than you!
[PROT] is a true friend and hero, something you'll never understand!
You make some good points, but I made a promise to follow [PROT].


